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Vasundhara and Kalpavriksh in partnership organized a national workshop on
Management of community forest rights (CFRs) under Forest Rights Act on 26th and
27th March, 2011 at Hotel Presidency, Bhubaneswar. The workshop was an attempt
to bring together forest-dwelling communities and representatives of civil society
organizations, to share experiences relating to claims of CFRs under the FRA, and
ideas on the management of CFRs including institutions required for the purpose.
Community members and civil society groups from the states of Andhra Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Odisha, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu,
Uttarakhand and West Bengal participated in the workshop.
The issues, experience and initiatives relating to community forest rights claims,
recognition process and management of community forest resources were shared in
the workshop. There is a lack of knowledge and technical support for CFR claims
and also the training and awareness building. In number of states constitution of
forest rights committees has taken place without adequate representation and
participation of tribals, women and forest dependents which has affected the claim
process. The process of community claims, verification, mapping and provision of
necessary evidence have not received the required structural support of the
government. In many states community claims are limited by presence and
interference of existing institutions mainly the JFMCs and Eco-Development
Committees (EDC). There are also issues of conditional titles issued on the
community rights in some of the states. Community rights of vulnerable groups
such as PTGs, nomadic and pastoralist communities have not received any attention
of the government. In Protected Areas particularly in tiger reserves Forest Rights Act
is not implemented properly and there are cases of relocation of villages in violation
of the provisions of the FRA. Despite of these problems communities in many parts
have successfully claimed and got the CFR rights and have started exercising the
empowered authorities for protection and management of community forest
resources in which they are facing many challenges and hurdles.
The deliberations identified some of key problems in the recognition of community
rights and management of CFR and recommended set of measures which can be
taken up by the government and civil society groups. Some of the important
recommendations are to focus on claim and recognition of CFR on a priority basis,
necessary training and awareness support by the government with the help of civil
society groups to help the claim process. Necessary changes and amendments need
to be brought in the existing government laws, policies and programs on forest and
forest management to bring them in line with the objectives of FRA. The joint forest
management program has to be withdrawn to address the conflicts arising in the
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FRA process. Necessary inputs and support need to be provided to the Gram Sabhas
to develop as empowered authorities for management of community forest
resources and to work out convergence of different programs which could
contribute to the development of forests and natural resources. Necessary changes
have to be made by the government in the laws and policies to create favorable
environment for exercise of forest rights and empowered authorities by the Gram
Sabhas and the community institutions. The development projects which involve
diversion of forest land need to be made compliant to the provisions of the FRA and
the guidelines issued by the MOEF. The violations of FRA in protected areas have to
be monitored particularly the relocation process and the FRA process has to be
implemented. At the civil society level greater sharing of the information and
learning on community rights is required for which continuous dialogue and
deliberation is necessary.
In addition to the above it was felt by the participants that the recommendations of
National Advisory
Council
Forest
Rights Act, 2006
and the report of
the National Forest
Right
Act
Committee should
be looked into by
the government as
both these reports
have also gone in
considerable detail
to flesh out some
of
the
issues
discussed in the
workshop. The group sought a speedy implementation of the recommendations of
the above two committees.
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Key Issues and Recommendations
The key issues and the recommendations from the discussions have been compiled here.
It was felt by the participants that the following recommendations should be seen in
addition to the recommendations of National Advisory Council on Scheduled Tribes &
Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006
(http://nac.nic.in/pdf/fra_recommendations.pdf ) and the report of the National (MoEF-MoTA)
Forest Right Act Committee (http://fracommittee.icfre.org/FinalReport/FRA COMMITTEE
REPORT_FINAL Dec2010.pdf ), since both these reports have also gone in considerable detail
to flesh out some of the issues mentioned below. The group sought a speedy
implementation of the recommendations of the above two committees; in the case of the
latter, on some aspects of governance, the alternative recommendations given in Chapter
12.1 should be implemented.
1. CFR claims, verification and recognition
Key issues
•

Approach to Community Forest Rights (CFR): It was felt that the approach till now, that
of Individual Forest Rights (IFR) first then CFR or more focus on IFR, has hindered
the CFR claims. There was unanimous opinion that CFRs needed to be given at least
as much focus, right from the start, as IFRs.

•

Gram sabha and constitution of Forest Right Committee (FRC)s: In most states, the
formation of FRCs have taken place at the Panchayat level (covering several villages)
and not at the village/community level and the FRCs have been formed in a hurried
manner without ensuring representation of tribals, women and forest dependents. In
Odisha, by the order of government FRCs have been formed at revenue village level
all over the state including Schedule V area whereas in Schedule V area it should be
formed as per PESA. This process has affected claims on CFR.

•

Use of different formats for CFR claims: CFR claim formats developed and circulated in
many states like Rajasthan, AP, Odisha do not conform to the provisions and
procedures of the FRA, and are restrictive in nature. The claim formats are
complicated (e.g. a kulak of several pages in Rajasthan), miss out important CFRs
(Odisha), put conditionalities that do not exist in the FRA (Maharashtra), or mention
that the village needs to follow Joint Forest Management (JFM) (AP), among others.

•

Overlapping claims: In some cases there have been claims on common forests by
multiple villages, without coordination, which could lead to conflicts. It appeared
that in many areas resources are shared by a number of villages. This can not be
resolved at the level of the Act and rules, and needs to be resolved at the local level.
In some cases, the claiming gram sabha has also allowed right holders of other
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villages to claim rights for such resources, while in other areas an informal
agreement for resource sharing has been reached without a formal recognition of
rights of the other users.
•

Verification and mapping: There is lack of clarity in the process of verification and
mapping of CFRs in many areas. There is a considerable delay in verification and
recognition of CFR and in some cases claims are pending even after two years of
being filed.

•

Evidence: Documentary evidence is insisted in most cases and oral evidence like
statement from elders is not considered by the Sub-Divisional Level Committee
(SDLC) and District level Committee (DLC) while processing of claims. The problem
is more in case of Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (OTFD) for whom it is insisted
that they produce documentary evidence supporting 75 years of residence,
occupation and dependence. This is not the proper interpretation of the law (which
only requires evidence of 75 years residence), and also documentary evidence is not
available in most of the cases.

•

Institutional barriers to determination and recognition of CFR: In many states CFR claims
are limited by presence and interference of existing institutions mainly the JFMCs
and Eco-Development Committees (EDCs). In some states the governments have
been insistent that these institutions be used as CFR management institutions, and
the area allocated to them be identified as the CFR. As a result instead of customary
boundaries and traditional access, the JFM and official boundaries are imposed as
CFR, in the process limiting the CFR rights. CFR claims are not decided by the Gram
Sabhas and communities but by the forest department or NGOs through the
JFM/EDCs.

•

Undue influence of or reliance on Forest Department: In many states appointment of
Forest Department officials in the Tribal Department as nodal officers for
implementation of FRA, and excessive reliance by the SDLC/DLC on the FD for
decision making with the Tribal/Social Welfare Department taking a back seat, has
had a limiting effect on the CFR rights.

•

Recording of CFR, titles, conditional titles/restrictions: So far the DLCs do not have any
proper mechanism to incorporate the CFR rights in relevant government records.
Titles issued on CFR differ from place to place and do not maintain a standard; many
of CFR rights claimed by the communities and actual areas of access are found
missing or wrongly recorded in the titles issued. Also often it is not clear to whom
the rights have been granted.

•

Structural support to CFR claims, training and awareness: The knowledge and technical
support for CFR claims is lacking, as is training and awareness building. Both formal
and informal structural support is found wanting in facilitation of CFR claims.
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Recommendations
•

CFR processes need to start at the same time as individual claims or even prior to
that. The gram sabha should first delineate the community forest resources and
should then identify the community forest rights and individual forest rights for
claim making. It was also suggested that the process of claiming CFRs where they
have not been filed properly or where they have been rejected by DLCs without
adequate reasons, should undertake a fresh process of resubmitting their community
claims, or where they have been rejected by SDLCs (itself a violation of the FRA),
should file appeals to the DLCs.

•

It was also suggested that if in an area the claims have not been filed by the
concerned Gram Sabha but it is clear that the communities are dependent on the
forest resources then the administration should make sure that the gram sabhas are
helped to file CFRs claims. It is not enough to say that no claims were received from
a particular area. It is also the responsibility of the administration to try and
understand why claims have not been filed.
The format for community claims does not have a space for claiming the right to
protect, conserve, and manage community forest resources under Section 3 (1)(i),
which should be included in the claim format.
The CFR title should clearly mention all the rights claimed, and should be in the
name of the concerned gram sabha (defined as corresponding to the individual
settlement). The total area of the CFR should be clearly mentioned, and a map with
clear boundaries attached. No conditions external to the FRA should be given in the
title.
Clarity of procedure need to be developed at the community and official level to deal
with overlapping or conflicting claims on community forest resources, including
facilitation of joint meetings of relevant FRCs / gram sabhas by the SDLC. Such
conflicts are best resolved at the local level taking into account the local context.
JFM and CFR are two completely different processes and there should be no
compulsion to declare JFM areas as CFR areas. The decision should be of the gram
sabha and the CFR boundaries should be the traditional or customary boundaries of
the concerned village or hamlet.
Nomadic and seasonal pastoralists, who have traditional access in areas which are
being claimed as CFR by a gram sabha, need to be identified and facilitated to get
their rights; the model used in some areas where the gram sabha has coordinated
with such communities should be emulated elsewhere.
It is the responsibility of the DLCs and SDLCs to help the communities in collecting
necessary evidence on community rights. They should collect all possible available
official evidence and provide it to the gram sabhas for supporting the CFR claim.
State governments should appoint or facilitate support teams in all areas to provide
information and technical inputs to gram sabhas for the CFR process, where the
sabhas request it.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

It is important to make a compilation of all circulars, guidelines, and clarifications
regarding laws like PESA, Wild Life (Protection) Act (WLPA) and FRA (which have a
relevance to the local communities) and circulate it in local languages.

2. Post-recognition exercise of rights and management of community
forest resources
Key issues
•

Institution building, powers and linkages: In the post recognition phase, emerging
institutional challenges are in strengthening gram sabha as a political unit of
governance at community level. Section 5 and Rule 4e provides for formation of
committees for protection of forest and biodiversity ensuring participation and
representation of resource dependent people, women and other dispreviledged
sections. Powers vested in the committees are not defined, which is leading to
confusion on how precisely the gram sabhas are ‘empowered’ to deal with the issues
of management and threats on CFR. How the committees under FRA would link and
coordinate with other institutions of governance such as Panchayati Raj Institutions,
Biodiversity Management Committees (BMCs) etc, to further the process of CFR
management at different levels, needs to be worked out.

•

Exercise of rights: In many areas gram sabhas and communities are facing problems
and legal hurdles in exercise of rights particularly sale of minor or non-timber forest
produce like bamboo (e.g. Mendha-Lekha village in Maharashtra got CFR rights a
year back, but is still being refused transit permits), Kendu (Diosphyros) leaf (CFM
villages in Ranpur, Odisha have been demanding to set up centers, phaddi, for
collection and storage of kendu), leasing out of bamboo to paper mills by the state
government in CFR-claimed areas (e.g. in Gujarat).

•

CFR rights at larger landscapes and management across scales: There are issues of
management of larger landscapes claimed and accessed as CFRs in many areas such
as larger forest areas claimed by multiple villages in CFM areas of Ranpur in Odisha,
habitat areas of Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups across ecological and
political/administrative boundaries, protected areas claimed as CFR as in Badrama
Sanctuary (Orissa), etc. What kind of supporting structures can be thought of for
governance and management of such larger landscapes; can be thought of at the
level of existing administrative divisions such as districts/sub-districts, forest
division/range level, and/or considered as cutting across these (such as a biocultural zone)? can such management emerge out of the community process of
federating at levels based on ecological or customary cultural boundaries? What
would be the role of the federations in facilitating management of CFRs at landscape
level?
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•

Forest Department’s role and that of other departments: The role of FD needs to change in
accordance with the changing context of shift in forest governance and management
under FRA. Till now the MOEF and FD has not initiated any official process to work
towards the required changes in the role of FD, though specific changes have been
recommended by the MoEF-MoTA Committee on the FRA.

•

Convergence: In order to ensure that CFR rights are converted into livelihoods for the
community it is required to develop convergence of existing programs and schemes,
but this is as yet absent or in very nascent stages.

•

Allocation of funds to gram sabhas/committees formed under FRA: As gram sabhas begin
to take over governance and management of CFRs, they may require funds; will the
funds going to the FD thus far, for such forests, now go to the gram sabha? How
does one avoid the problems that come up when large sums of money pour into
villages?

Recommendations
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

The gram sabha (or equivalent village assembly institution in north-eastern states
and other sites) should be considered and defined as an institution at the hamlet
level provided it has all the adult villagers as members. Such gram sabhas should be
the authority for determination of rights under FRA and should also be the decision
making body for any development plan or as the local institution for any other Act
(e.g. Biological Diversity Act).
Gram sabha needs to seek capacity building inputs from available sources, and need
to be supported through provision of information, training, funds, and other inputs
where required and requested.
Formulation of local rules and plans related to use and management of the CFR
resources, needs to be discussed at the gram sabha in great detail and length, where
necessary seeking help from relevant agencies and individuals. However, formal
management plans should not be insisted upon everywhere, often villages are
effectively managing resources through informal, oral customs and rules.
The process of decision making could be influenced by a number of actors but the
final decision should rest with the gram sabha.
Processes of conservation, sustainable extraction, economic uses, research,
development and monitoring should all be carried out or decided at the level of the
gram sabha.
Gram sabhas should become the authority to give the TPs. Existing TP books with
the Forest Department should be given to the gram sabha without cost as stop gap
arrangement till a procedure is set for TP to be issued by gram sabha itself.
All gram sabhas could and may need to federate for effective management of
resources at the landscape level and also to seek support from each other. Such
federations could be established at locally identified landscape level.
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•

•

•

•

The gram sabha should be the authority to decide if outside agencies have any role to
play and they should identify what support they need from other agencies. Once
such role has been specified, it should be mandatory for the government agencies to
provide the desired help.
All the existing line agencies should converge their resources and disburse them to
the gram sabha as and when demands for specific activities arrive. This should
reduce the need for any other external funds.
Funds should come to the gram sabha and effective systems of accounting need to be
established at that level of the gram sabha (ensuring that both internal and external
auditing takes place).
In the post-rights scenario forest related offences should be dealt with in public
hearing at the gram sabha level. The gram sabha should form rules on nature of
punishments depending on the seriousness of the crime. Where necessary, especially
in the case of serious offences, the support of Government representatives should be
solicited by the gram sabha. The relative roles and powers of the gram sabha and the
forest department relating to offences need to be delineated.

3. Governance challenges
Key issues
•

Conflicting laws, policies and plans: the management of CFRs is severely restricted by
existing laws and policies, or programmes, such as JFM/EDC, Minor Forest Produce
(MFP) laws, working/management plans etc. There is no effort from the government
to discuss and identify the legal and administrative barriers to the realization of
rights under FRA and to remove such barriers or to assimilate CFR and other rights
into their systems and plans; recommendations made to MoTA and MoEF so far on
this, including by the NAC and the MoEF-MoTA Committee, have not been acted
upon.

•

Landscape level (community-district-state) institutional structures: Supportive structures
from ground to higher decision-making levels to support CFR management) do not
exist in most cases. Supporting rights under FRA and CFR in particular would
require a change in formal institutional structures, plans and attitudes, from
panchayat or local level to state and central government level. No attempts have
been made to bring about such changes to accommodate, support and monitor forest
management by gram sabha committees with their own rules and regulations.

•

CFR rights and threats from development projects: Forest land diversions, which are
taking place for development projects under the Forest Conservation Act (FCA), are
mostly not complying to the FRA and Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF)
guidelines of July 2009 stating that FRA provisions need to be met with before
project proponents can apply for forest clearance. The Forest Advisory Committee
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does not seem to be insisting on such compliance, and there is no other specific
mechanism at the MoEF or state government level to ensure it..
Recommendations
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

The July 2009 circular of MoEF, on making FRA implementation and gram sabha
consent compulsory before granting clearance for diversion of forest land, should be
made legally binding by incorporating these requirements into either the FCA or the
FRA.
Resolution from the gram sabha providing prior informed consent, before which local
public hearings should be carried out, is a must before granting permission to any
development project. This requirement should be incorporated in all laws related to
clearance of development projects, including in the Forest Conservation Act and
Environment Protection Act notifications.
A protocol is needed to ensure that the FRA processes are fully followed in any
proposal for relocation of claimants and rights-holders. Wherever people have
consented to relocation, they should be moved to a landscape similar to their original
habitation. They should also have the option of claiming CFR rights at their
resettlement site.
JFM, Ecodevelopment and other such schemes that give predominant decisionmaking power to the FD, should be rolled back, and replaced by programmes based
on the centrality of the gram sabha in decision-making.
CFR should be given a separate legal status as a category of forest.
Planning for natural resource management should be at the landscape level .All
gram sabhas in that landscape should be part of such planning. The implementation
should either be through existing institutions or by creating new ones by the gram
sabhas themselves. District and state level forest councils, with membership of
community representatives, civil society organizations, and relevant government
departments, need to be established to provide technical guidance when needed and
to monitor the compliance of responsibilities of conservation and equity by both
gram sabhas and the FD.
NTFP/MFP laws in all states need to be reviewed and modified or repealed in light
of FRA; NTFPs/MFPs should be possible to sell in the open market, but the state
should also provide a support price; MoEF should issue a letter similar to its letter on
bamboo issued on 21st March 2011, asking all states to facilitate transit of
NTFPs/MFPs by the gram sabhas.
A review needs to be carried out for all relevant laws (including the Indian Forest
Act, Forest Conservation Act, Wild Life Act, Biological Diversity Act and Panchayat
Acts) in light of FRA. Amendments should be done as part of a comprehensive
process and not piecemeal. It is also important to review climate change
programmes, Green India mission and other related programmes of the Government
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•

of India to analyze how are these affecting forest rights, and ensure they are
complying to FRA.
It should be clear to gram sabhas that recognition of CFRs brings in higher
responsibility for conservation and sustainable use, for which gram sabhas will need
to build capacity and make plans. Principles that are adopted by the gram sabha for
natural resource management should include space for both local people and local
wildlife.

4. CFRs of vulnerable communities
Key issues
•

Rights of Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups (PTGs), especially habitat rights,
nomadic and resident pastoralist communities, shifting cultivators, and forest
villages remain grey areas as the implementation process continues to ignore rights
of these communities. There are also cases where traditional rights and access of
nomadic and pastoralist communities are not addressed or are excluded in the
process of CFR claims and recognition.

•

The FRA is still not implemented in most of the forest and unsurveyed villages in the
states and the process for conversion of these villages into revenue villages as
required under the law has not started (except a couple of villages in Uttar Pradesh).

Recommendations
•

•

•

•
•

•

Clarity is needed on what ‘habitat’ rights for PTGs and others mean;
recommendations of the National Workshop on PTGs on this issue, contained in the
report of the MoEF-MoTA Committee on FRA, should be implemented.
Once such clarity has been established, the onus is on the government to carry out a
process of identification of such habitats based on anthropological records, any other
research papers, fresh research and community consultations. Then, filing of habitat
claims requires a certain preparation on ground and readiness of the community,
which should be facilitated by government agencies and civil society organization.
Once the habitats are identified, they should be given protection under FRA and no
destructive development projects or processes inimical to the survival and culture of
the PTGs, should be allowed in such areas.
Along with providing protection, a process of re-establishing community institutions
and capacities needs to be facilitated.
There should training and capacity building programmes for government officials
and others involved in the process, to understand the special needs of these groups
as well as the concept of habitat.
Establishing and identification of habitats will need to go beyond administrative and
political boundaries.
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•
•

Conversion of Forest Villagers to Revenue Villages should be a priority to enable
residents to get all benefits that any citizen of India is entitled to.
Special measures are needed to facilitate the claims of pastoralists (e.g. helping to
map the full migratory range and obtain CFR or habitat rights to it, recording it in
each relevant gram sabha), and of shifting cultivators (treating their full customary
area under cultivation cycles as a CFR or habitat right).

5. CFRs in the context of Protected Areas (PA) s, Critical Wildlife
Habitats (CWH) and Critical Tiger Habitats (CTH)
Key issues
•

Violation of FRA continues in many protected areas particularly in tiger reserves
where the FRA process is being stalled, or relocations have either taken place or are
in process. Most relocation is in violation of the provisions of the FRA and Wild Life
Protection Act (WLPA), e.g. taking place without rights first having been established,
or without establishing irreversible damage and lack of co-existence options. Cases of
violations are reported from Achanakmar in Chhattisgarh, Simlipal in Odisha,
Sariska in Rajasthan, Melghat in Maharashtra, and so on.

•

Critical Wildlife Habitats process has not gone very far (with not a single CWH
having been notified), and in many places is taking place without the other
provisions of the FRA having been implemented.

Recommendations
•

•

•

•

•

There is a need to redefine what inviolate areas are, in the context of CWHs; they
should not be considered necessarily human-free, but rather free of activities that are
in violation of conservation objectives of the area. Inviolate areas should be
identified with gram sabha and independent wildlife scientists and be decided
through public consultation processes.
New guidelines for CWH should be formulated though a completely participatory
process, and taking on board the inputs given by civil society organizations such as
the proposed guidelines by the Future of Conservation network.
Studies which need to be carried out before the declaration of CWH should have
expertise of all involved including villagers, with a combination of modern and
traditional knowledge.
Wherever communities have engaged with a landscape for long, sacred sites, oral
history, traditional knowledge and practices etc,can serve as evidence of co-existence
which the gram sabha can provide to the expert committee while declaring a CWH/
CTH.
Co-existence must always be considered as an option in CWHs, rather than assume
that relocation is always necessary. Along with the options for relocation,
communities must be given the option (as per the FRA) of being able to stay on
12

•

within the protected area with relevant rights and responsibilities, and mutually
agreed modification of rights where necessary.
Governance and management of protected area, including formulation of
management plans, implementation of activities, monitoring, and so on, should be
done jointly by the FD and gram sabhas that have obtained CFR or other rights. For
this, appropriate changes needs to be brought in the WLPA.
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NATIONAL LEVEL WORKSHOP ON MANAGEMENT OF COMMUNITY
FOREST RESOURCES UNDER FOREST RIGHTS ACT
Organised by Vasundhara and Kalpavriksh, in collaboration with Oxfam
Date: 26th to 27th March, 2011
Sl.
No.

Name of the
Participants

Name of the
State

1.

P. Chandran

Tamil Nadu

2.

K.R. Sewanan

Tamil Nadu

3.

N. Kumar

Tamil Nadu

4.

L. Balu
Subermani

Tamil Nadu

5.

Nishita Vasanth

Tamil Nadu

6.

Sushovan Dhar

West Bengal

7.

Aman Singh

Rajasthan

8.
9.

Nanag Ram
Krishna
Srinivasan

Rajasthan
Maharashtra

10.

Digambar V.
Durge
Madhav Tailor

Maharashtra

12.
13.
14.

Namalal
Jugmal
Narayanlal
Vadera

Rajasthan
Rajasthan
Rajasthan

15.
16.
17.

Kesulal
Manaram
Ranjeet
Ghodeswar

Rajasthan
Rajasthan
Maharastra

11.

Rajasthan

Venue: Hotel Presidency, Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar
Detail Address

Email Id & Phone No.

Keystone Foundation,
Grovas Hills Road, B. No. 35,
Kotugiri Nilgiri, Tamilnadu
Keystone Foundation,
Grovas Hills Road, B. No. 35,
Kotugiri Nilgiri, Tamilnadu
Keystone Foundation,
Grovas Hills Road, B. No. 35,
Kotugiri Nilgiri, Tamilnadu
Keystone Foundation,
Grovas Hills Road, B. No. 35,
Kotugiri Nilgiri, Tamilnadu
The Shola Trust, Po Box – 2,
Fudalur,
The Nilgiris, Tamilnadu
Sundarban Banadhikar
Sangram Committee
KRAPAVIS
5/218 Kala Kua
Alwar – 301001 (Rajsthan)
- do ECONET,
2 & 3 SILVER HOMES
OPP. SAGAR BUNGALOWS
FATIMA NAGAR
PUNE – 411013
V.N.C.S.

Ph – 04266-272277

Seva Mandir,
Udaipur (Rajasthan)
Pin - 313001
- do F.E.S., Udaipur, Rajasthan
Seva Mandir,
Udaipur (Rajasthan)
Pin - 313001
F.E.S., Udaipur, Rajasthan
- do KHOJ
Gaurkheda (Kumbhi)
Tq. Achalpur
Dist – Amravati

9414830212

- do -

- do -

- do -

nishita@theshdatrust.org
09480322881
Dhar.sushovan@gmail.com
09433034134
Krapavis_oran@rediffmail.com

- do Pia.econet@gmail.com
9850889801

9922727037

9414283432
9602039340

9649025709
9420077939
07223 - 227292
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18.
19.

Kunda V.
Kirange
Satyajit Jena

Maharastra
Orissa

20.

Vinod Pateriya

Chhatisgarh

21.

Jiyanlal Somuni

Chhatisgarh

22.

Dhaneswar
Mahanta

Odisha

23.

Devaji Topha

Maharastra

24.

Mangilal Gurjar

Rajasthan

25.

Ranjit Majhi

Orissa

26.

C. Madegowda

Karnataka

27.

B.K.R

Maharashtra

28.

Dillip Gode

Maharashtra

29.

Nitin Rai

Karnataka

30.

Rajat
Chowdhury

Chhatisgarh

31.
32.

D.K. Bhaskar
B. David

Chhatisgarhh
Andhra
Pradesh

33.

G. Anil Kumar

Andhra
Pradesh

34.

G. Srinivas

Andhra

Pin – 444806
Vidarbha
F.E.S.,
B – 2, BDA Duplex,
Baramunda, Bhubaneswar
Nadighati Moorcha,
TEHSHEEL CHOWK,
Gorela (Bilaspur)

Recast.fes@ecologicalsecurity.org
9437752318
9862814312

9009151865
CREFTDA,
At / Po. – Jashipur
Dist – Mayurbhanj
At – Mendhalekha
Dist – Godchiranji
Astha Sansthan
39, Kharol Colony, Udaipur
At – Tipiri Singha
Po – Parpashi
Dist – Deogarh
ATREE
Royal Enclove, Sriramapura,
Jackka Post, Bangalore
Vidarbha Nature
Conservation Society,
At – Usegaon, Nagpur
Vidarbha Nature
Conservation Society (VNCS)
A – 303, Awing of C-5,
Pioneer Regency Apts, K.T.
Nagar, Katol Road, Nagpur 550013
ATREE
RAYAL ENCLAVE
SRIRAMPURA
JAKKVR POST
BANGALORE - 560064
Lok Shahabhagi Manch
House No – 82, Sector – 3
Geetanjali Nagar, Raipur 492007
Do P.T.G. Welfare Association
Sai Nagar ‘C’ Colony,
Araku Valley – 531149
Visakhapatnam
Intigrated Tribal
Development Society
(I.T.D.S), Polavaram, W.G. of
A.P.
Samata

9438709249
creftda@rediffmail.com
9421734018
jjjandolam@gmail.com
09414165330

cmade@atree.org

0712-2576950
09421707110
Vncs_ngp@sancharnet.in

08023635555
nitinrai@atree.org

rajatcasa@gmail.com

9785138359
ptgwa.org@gmail.com
9440713965

anilitds@gmail.com
9440292501

dhimsa@gmail.com
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Pradesh
35.

Arati

Uttarakhand

36.

Kunti Devi

Uttarakhand

37.

Millind Wani

Maharashtra

38.

Nirmal Kaiatial

Uttarakhand

39.

Neema Pathak

Maharashtra

40.

Laxman Singh

Uttarakhand

41.

Ramesh Lenka

Odisha

42.

Snehalata
Mohanty
Nimain N.
Satapathi

Odisha

44.

Dushmant
Pradhan

Odisha

45.

Tarun Joshi

Uttarakhand

46.

Ashish Kothari

Maharashtra

47.

Santosh Ku.
Parida

Odisha

48.

Sreetama
Guptabhaya

Delhi

49.

Biswarup Sahu

Odisha

50.

N. Sudhakar

Andhra
Pradesh

51.

Prof.
Radhamohan

Odisha

43.

Odisha

Krisnanagar, M.R. Peta
Vizag – 2
Vanpanchayat Mayeru
Bhowdi Nainital
Uttarakhand
Vanpanchayat Budibwa
Bhowdi Nainital
Uttarakhand
Kalpavriksh
908, Deccan Gymkhana
Pune - 411004
Nagaigawan Bhawali
Dist – Nainital
Uttarakhand - 263132
Kalpavriksh
Pune
Vill – Sheri, Po – Bhitola
Dist – Bagoswar
Ekta Parishad
At – Bhatpada, Po –
Damiabarbara
Via – Banpur, Dist – Khurda
Ekta Parishad, Odisha
Bhubaneswar
Unified Action Council
782 (1st Floor), Lane – 3,
Jayadev Vihar, RRL,
Bhubaneswar – 13
Badarama Vikas Parishad
At – Kureibahal, Po –
Badrama
Dist – Sambalpur
Bhowali, Nainital
Uttarakhand - 262132
Apt – 5, Shree Datta
Kalpavriksh
908, Deccan Gymkhana
Pune - 411004
Zilla Jungle Manch
At / Po – Bijayanagar
Dist – Deogarh
134 Supreme Enclave
Mayavihar
Delhi - 110091
Vasundhara
A/70, Saheed Nagar,
Bhubaneswar
OXFAM India
South India
Kharkhana, Hyderabad
HIG – 238,
Kalinga Vihar, Patrapada
Bhubaneswar

9989860484

9423582519
milindwani@yahoo.com
vanpanchayat@rediffmail.com
9412555016
Neema.pb@gmail.com
9410568844
9777139898

9937131661
nimain.uac@gmail.com
9437304022

9556870407

9412438714
vanpanchayat@rediffmail.com
ashishkothari@vsnl.com

9777091499

sreetama.gb@gmail.com

bishwarupa.sahu@gmail.com

sudhakar@oxfamindia.org
9866521330
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52.

Ms. Madhu
Sarin
Panchanan
Biswal

Chandigarh

54.

Debjeet Sarangi

Odisha

55.

Odisha

57.
58.

Susanta Ku.
Dalai
Krushna Ch.
Dalai
Usha Kiran Baa
Ghasiram Pand

59.
60.
61.

Pravat Mishra
Sarmistha Bose
Kisina Majhi

Odisha
Delhi
Odisha

62.

Roan Lakerveld

Odisha

63.
64.
65.
66.

Shakti Saha
Ambrish Mehta
Trupti
Mohan
Hirabhai
Hiralal

Odisha
Gujarat
Gujarat
Maharashtra

67.

Ashok
Choudhury

Uttarpradesh
/ Uttaranchal

68.

P. Rajani Kauth

Andhra
Pradesh

69.

Rekha
Panigrahi
Sunanda
Chowdhury
Meena Das
Mahapatra
Sujata Das

Odisha

Bibhuti
Bhushan
Pradhan

Odisha

53.

56.

70.
71.
72.

73.

Odisha

Odisha
Odisha
Odisha

Odisha
Odisha
Odisha

48, Sector – 4,
Chandigarh
Zilla Bhumihin Sangram
Parishad
Deogarh
Living Farm
1181/2146
Ratnakarbag – 2, Tankapani
Road
Bhubaneswar
Do Karlapat Sanctuary
Kalahandi
Do RCDC
A/68, Saheed Nagar,
Bhubaneswar
Do OXFAM India
Karlapat Bananchal Vikas
Parishad
Kalahandi
Vasundhara
A/70, Saheed Nagar,
Bhubaneswar
Do Arch Vahini
Arch Vahini
Vrikshamitra
Chandrapur – Gadchirali
Shende Plat, Ramnagar,
Chandrapur - 442401
11 Mangal Nagar
Saharanpur
Uttar Pradesh - 247001
12 – 13 – 488 / 39,
St. No. 14, Lane – 6,
Taruaka
Secunderabad
CWS –ORC
Bhubaneswar
Do F.E.S.
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara
A/70, Saheed Nagar,
Bhubaneswar
Do -

msarin@sify.com
9438792329

livingfarms@gmail.com
9938582616

9437292756

9438056794
ghasirampanda@gmail.com
9438341794
pravat@rcdcindia.org
sharmistha@oxfamindia.org

m_ambrish@hotmail.com
Truptiparekh1@hotmail.com
mohanhh@gmail.com
9422835234

Ashok.chowdhury@gmail.com
09868857723
rajani@cpf.in

rekha@cwsy.org
sunanda@cwsy.org
meenadm@gmail.com
9437232123
Sujatadas2@gmail.com

bibuti07@gmail.com
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74.

Arakhita Sahoo

Odisha

75.
76.
77.

P.K. Praveen
Swapna Sarangi
Sisir Pradhan

Bihar
Odisha
Odisha

78.
79.

M.D.P. Nayak
Sabita Singh

Odisha
Odisha

80.

Odisha

81.

Prasant
Mohanty
Ronali Pradhan

82.

Sanjay Pattnaik

Odisha

83.

Madhulika
Sahoo
Sankar Pani

Odisha

84.

85.

Odisha

Odisha

Arun Prasad
Dihudi
Prasanna Ku.
Behera
Santosh Ku.
Nayak

Odisha

88.

Mihir Kumar
Jena

Odisha

89.

Ranjita Pattnaik

Odisha

90.

Tushar Dash

Odisha

91.

Y. Giri Rao

Odisha

92.

Soumen
Sadangi

Odisha

93.

Sricharan
Behera

Odisha

94.

Manmohan
Barik

Odisha

95.

Manoj Dalua

Odisha

86.
87.

Odisha
Odisha

Maa Maninag Jungle
Surakhya Parishad
Ranpur, Dist – Nayagarh
274 – A, Patlipubaldy
F.E.S., Angul
Concern World Wide
Bhubaneswar
WOSCA, Keonjhar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Do -

pravind@oxfamindia.org
angul.fes@ecobgicalsecurity.org
Sisir.pradhan@concern.net
wosca@rediffmail.com
singhsabita@gmail.com

prasantmohanty@gmail.com

CWS – ORC,
Bhubaneswar
RDI, Odisha
N – 2/43, IRC Village, BBSR –
15
107 (A), Cuttack Road
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
AVIYAN, Madhapur
Boudh
NEWS, Angul

ronali@cwsy.org

Badarama Anchal Bikash
Parishad
Kantiali, Sambalpur
F.E.S.,
1st Line, Gautam Nagar,
Koraput
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed

9938445622

sanjoyp@rdiland.org

madhulika.sahoo@hotmail.com

aviyanapd@yahoo.com
newsorissa@rediffmail.com

drmihirkumar@yahoo.co.in
koraput.fes@ecologicalsecurity.org
pattnaik.ranjita@gmail.com

tushardash01@gmail.com

ygiri.rao@gmail.com

soumensarangi@gmail.com

sricharan.vasu@gmail.com
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96.

Padma Charan
Panigrahi

Odisha

97.

Shruti

Odisha

98.

Manohar
Chauhan
Pratap
Mohanty

Odisha

100

Sweta Mishra

Odisha

101.

Pradeep
Baisakh

Odisha

99.

Odisha

Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
CSD, Odisha
Bhubaneswar
Vasundhara, A/70, Saheed
Nagar
Bhubaneswar
Concern World Wide
Bhubaneswar

chauhanmanohar@gmail.com
pratapk68@gmail.com

sweeta.mishra@concern.net
2006pradeep@gmail.com
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